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Original Atari Game System Value

"I know the 3-D process that I developed for the Battle Zone game, that it ... Atari is using threats of legal action to keep
innovative games off the market. ... VALUE). The Total System for Professional Property Managers. InfotVorld ... "The people
who are really going to make it are the people who come up with original ideas.. With these old games, you can just pick it BY
BRETT ATWOOD LOS ANGELES— ... for the '70s game system Atari 2600, and "Skiing" for the '80s system ColecoVision.
... is beginning to embrace the retro "camp" value of classic video games.. Purchase complete Lynx Game System and cut out
the UPC symbol from the box. ... Attach the original dated cash register receipt (receipt date must be from ... AC Adaptor) and
get a second game cartridge FREE (a $35 Retail Value)! Simply ... Atari, 1he Atari logo, Comlynx, Electrocop, and Lynx are
TMs or | s of Atari Corp.. Or ask it to save the game on a storage diskette. ... $34.95 STONE OF SISYPHUS - (RUNS ON 1 or
2 DRIVE SYSTEM) TRS-80 32K DISK Model ... VisiCalc stores the formula, but automatically computes and displays its
value according to ... VisiCalc has been adapted for the TRS-80, the Atari 800 and the Commodore PET.. The third factor of
the fair use defense, the amount of the original work copied, was ... use analysis, the effect the copying has on the value of the
copyrighted work, the Ninth Circuit ... video game systems, such as the Genesis III system, purchase numerous games. ... It is no
coincidence that the holding of Atari Games Corp v.

It's not only computer hardware that loses value over time. ... I found an original Atari Pong video game in the closet. Next
month Atari will go back to its roots by introducing a new system, code-name
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